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Abstract 
We develop a general probabilistic approach that enables one to get sharp estimates for the 
almost-sure short-term behavior of hierarchically structured branching-diffusion processes. 
This approach involves the thorough investigation ofthe cluster structure and the derivation of 
some probability estimates for the sets of rapidly fluctuating realizations. In addition, our 
approach leads to the derivation of new modulus-of-continuity-type results for measure-valued 
processes, In turn, the modulus-of-continuity-type results for hierarchical branching-diffusion 
processes are used to derive upper estimates for the Hausdorff dimension of support. 
Keywords: Hierarchical branching; Path properties; Modulus of continuity; Hausdorff 
dimension 
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O. Introduction 
In this paper, we continue the investigation of path properties of hierarchically 
structured measure-valued branching-diffusion processes that we began in our two 
earlier works (Dawson, Hochberg and Vinogradov, 1994, 1995, hereafter referred to as 
[DHV1]  and [DHV2] ,  respectively). These processes describe populations of indi- 
viduals undergoing some spatial motion that are affected by one branching mecha- 
nism that acts upon individuals and by another, independent, branching mechanism 
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that acts simultaneously upon groups of individuals. Such "upper level" groups can be 
thought of as representing superparticles or families or clans. A critical feature of such 
hierarchical (or multilevel) processes i the absence of independence in the branching, 
as a result of simultaneous branching at the upper (family or clan) level. This increases 
the dependencies in the system and, along with the presence of a hierarchical 
structure, necessitates a finer analysis of the path behavior and influences both the 
short-term and long-term behavior of the processes in many ways. Such processes 
were first introduced in Dawson, Hochberg and Wu (1990) and Dawson and 
Hochberg (1991) and generalize in a natural way nonhierarchical measure-valued 
branching-diffusion processes or superprocesses. Our consideration of hierarchical 
measure-valued processes i motivated by various examples from molecular biology, 
population genetics, computer science, and cultural diffusion. (Some of these are 
described in [DHV2], as well as in several of the papers quoted in the list of 
references.) In particular, we refer the reader to Dawson and Wu (1996), where 
a dynamical-information-structure model is considered. 
It is worth noting that hierarchical branching-diffusion processes considered in this 
work emerge as weak (or strong) limits of certain appropriately rescaled hierarchical 
branching-diffusing particle systems (BPS-2). Below, we will describe such hierarchical 
branching-diffusing particle systems and also characterize their high-density limits. In 
Section 2, we formulate the main results of this paper. In Section 3, we discuss 
a characterization f superprocesses via Laplace functionals. 
Let us emphasize that our approach turns out to be appropriate for the derivation 
of modulus-of-continuity-type results, not only for hierarchical measure- 
valued processes, but even for the classical Wiener process (see Theorem 2.1(i), 
which provides the exact almost-sure rate of convergence in P. L6vy's global 
modulus of continuity for d-dimensional Wiener process). The complete proof 
of Theorem 2.1(i) can be found in Dawson et al. (1966a), hereafter referred to as 
[DHV3]. 
In Section 4, we first describe the cluster structure of hierarchical branching- 
diffusion processes and then present he almost-sure lower estimate for the local 
propagation of mass from a point source. The approach used in that section develops 
along the same lines as that pursued in Dawson and Vinogradov (1994), hereafter 
referred to as [DV], in the single-level setting. Note that we only state and briefly 
describe the major ideas of the proof of Theorem 4.4 (the main result of that section), 
owing to its similarity with the case of non-hierarchical branching. Let us point out 
that the approach developed in Section 4 is more comprehensive than the description 
of the cluster structure of hierarchical branching-diffusion processes presented in 
I-DHVI]. Note that in order to prove Theorem 4.4, one should employ the cluster 
structure of superprocesses along with arguments related to the strong convergence of 
hierarchical branching-diffusing particle systems to super-2 processes. In turn, the 
strong convergence of such hierarchical systems can be established by the use of 
arguments imilar to those used in Mueller and Perkins (1992) and Barlow and 
Perkins (1994) in the single-level setting. 
Subsequently, we derive a number of almost-sure upper estimates in Section 5 and 
then apply some of these results in Section 6 to obtain an almost-sure upper estimate 
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for the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension of the closed support of the aggregated 
process. 
It should be mentioned that in this paper we do not consider at all the interconnec- 
tions between the theory of weak convergence ofbranching-diffusing particle systems 
and the classical theory of summation of independent random variables that were 
sketched in Subsection 1.2 of [DHV2] (cf., e.g., Proposition 1.2.1 therein). Such 
interconnections are of independent interest and are considered in detail in Dawson 
et al. (1996b). Also, note that hierarchically structured branching-diffusion measure- 
valued processes and their various properties have recently been studied in several 
other works quoted in the list of references. 
1. Heuristic description of the model and the branching particle picture 
Note that the main results of this paper deal with sample path properties of 
multilevel superprocesses. However, both the construction of these processes and the 
proofs of the sample path properties are based on the use of the corresponding 
branching-diffusing particle systems. Therefore, before stating our main results, we 
will give in this section a detailed escription of the approximating branching particle 
systems. We note that certain points of the following description were given to some 
extent in [DHV1] and [DHV2]. Here, we present a detailed escription of a slightly 
simplified version of the model, in order to make the present paper easier to read. 
First, we sketch briefly the main features of single-level branching models; we will 
then impose a hierarchical structure with the introduction of a second level of 
branching. (We refer to Dawson (1993), hereinafter referred to as [D], for a systematic 
consideration of such single-level structures.) To this end, we introduce the following 
two empirical processes, which play a very important role in the theory of branching- 
diffusion processes: 
(. 1 u.2) H~.) 1 N(t) 
U," ' :=-  ).. 6x~(o and :=-  ~ 6xj(.Ao. 
q j=l qj=~ 
Here, N(t) denotes the random (because of the branching) number of particles at time 
t, x~(t) are their sites, and x~(" At) is a trajectory of the jth particle stopped at time t. 
Note that U} ") e MF(~a). If the trajectories xi(. ) are assumed to be continuous, then 
H~ ") e Mv(Ca~°)), where 
c~°~:= C([O, oo),~d). 
The probability law of the process {H~")}, ~> o then belongs to MI(D~I)), where 
ID~ ') := ID( [0, oo ), MF(C~°')), 
and where My(E) and M1 (E) denote, respectively, the spaces of finite measures and of 
probability measures on the space E, furnished with the topology of weak conver- 
gence. 
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The (non-historical) empirical process U[ ~) is obtained from the historical empirical 
process HI ") by projection. In order to describe this rigorously, we now introduce the 
following two projection operators: 
rr,(co):= o9(0 and ~t(p)(A):=/z({y: YtE A}), 
where/~ e MF(Ca<°)), and A belongs to the a-algebra ~(R a) of Borel sets on Na. It then 
clearly follows that 
U} ") := ~,(Ht(")). (1.1) 
Next, we describe the branching mechanism. Assume that we start with a Poisson 
number 1I(/7) of independent particles located at the origin. Each particle is assigned 
mass 1/q and is assumed to perform an independent spatial motion. (In this paper, we 
consider only the case in which the spatial motions of all particles are d-dimensional 
Wiener processes taking values in ~a.) We also assume that at an exponentially 
distributed instant of time with mean #(t/) =/1 -~, the particle located at site x splits 
into a random number of offspring that can depend on the site x (local branching). 
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the mechanism of the local branching is 
critical, space homogeneous, and governed by the particle-production generating 
function 
1 
~)(u) :=O(u ; f l )=u+~.  , ( l -u )  I+p, l÷p  
where fl ~ (0, 1] is fixed. 
(1.2) 
Remark 1.1. Note that in fact the constant 1/(1 + r) from (1.2) can be replaced by an 
arbitrary positive constant. The case of an arbitrary positive constant is reduced to 
our special case by scaling in space and time. 
It is well known that the above-described branching-diffusing particle system U~ ") 
converges weakly to a c/tdlfig MF(~a)-valued process Ut as ~/~ oo (cf. Section 4 of 
[D]) and that H~ ~) converges weakly to a c/tdlfig MF(Ca~°))-valued process Ht (cf. 
Dawson and Perkins, 1991) as ~/~ oo. Hereafter, we refer to Ut as the (2, d, fl)-super-1 
process. This limiting super-1 process is uniquely characterized by its Laplace func- 
tional (see Section 3 for more details), which in turn is characterized by the motion 
mechanism (d-dimensional Weiner process) and the function 
1 
• x(2)- - -  2 ~+p 
l+f l  
which is closely related to the particle-production generating function ~(u;fl) given 
by (1.2). 
In addition, the limit as t /~  ~ of the historical version H~ ") of the branching- 
diffusing particle system U~ ") is hereafter referred to as the (2, d, fl)-historical process 
H,. Note that Ht is a c/tdl/tg Mr(C~°))-valued process if fl < i and a continuous 
(o) 
Mr(Ca )-valued process if fl = 1 (cf. Dawson and Perkins, 1991). In particular, the 
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latter implies that the case fl = 1 leads to the subset of D~ 1) which consists of 
continuous ample paths (cf., e.g., Theorem 7 of E1 Karoui and Roelly (1991) or 
Theorem 6.1.3 of [D]). However, in this paper we have chosen to use the notation 
D~ 1) in both cases to allow for a unified treatment. Note also that we can take limits as 
r /~  oo on both sides of (1.1) to obtain 
U, := fft(nt). (1.1') 
Now, let P, e MI(D ([0, ~),MF(Rd))) denote the probability law of the super-1 
process Ut, where/~ e MF(N d) denotes the initial measure. Let Qo,, e M1 (Da m) denote 
the probability law of the corresponding historical process Ht, where the subscript/~ is 
to be understood as before. 
We now proceed to the description of hierarchical processes. To this end, consider 
a system of diffusing particles in Nd with hierarchical structure. Namely, assume that 
a Poisson number H (r/z) of independent families of particles (hereafter referred to as 
level-2 particles or superparticles) is given. Mass l/q2 is assigned to each superparticle, 
and the ith superparticle is assumed to consist of a Poisson number IIi(r/1) of 
independent particles (level-1 particles). Here, all the Poisson numbers H(r//) and 
H i(rh), 0 ~< i ~< 11 (r/2), are assumed to be independent ofeach other and of everything 
else. Ultimately, we will let q~ and ~/2 approach infinity. We assume for simplicity that 
all the particles are located at the origin at time t = 0 and perform independent 
Brownian motions in R e. We now assign mass 1/r/x to each level-1 particle. It is 
assumed that any individual level-1 particle splits into a random number of offspring 
at an exponentially distributed instant of time with mean r/( pl, and that each newly 
born particle is a copy of its parent and immediately starts to perform d-dimensional 
Brownian motion. The motions, lifetimes and branchings of all particles, as well as the 
initial number of superparticles and the initial number of particles within each initial 
superparticle, are independent ofeach other and of everything else. Each superparticle 
is also assumed to split (independent of everything else) into a random number of 
superparticles, each of which copies its parent superparticle. It is natural to assume 
that the superparticle-lifetime distribution function is exponential with mean r/2 p2. 
We next give a rigorous description of the mechanism ofhierarchical branching. By 
analogy with the case of single-level branching, assume that the mechanism of the 
local branching in the first hierarchical level is governed by the particle-production 
generating function given by (1.2) with/3 =/31 e (0, 1]. The mechanism of the local 
branching on the second hierarchical level is assumed to be governed by the superpar- 
ticle-production generating function given by (1.2) with/3 =/3z e (0, 1]. 
Now, we present a rigorous description of the BPS-2, introduced above on a heuris- 
tic level, via two empirical processes: 
and 
: = - -  ,~ ,;. 
s~>O 
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where N2(t) denotes the number of superparticles alive at time t and N(i, t) denotes the 
number of particles in the ith superparticle at time t. Also, summation over i denotes 
summation over all superparticles, summation over j denotes ummation over all 
level-1 particles belonging to the ith superparticle, x~,j(t) e R d denotes the location at 
time t of the jth level-1 particle belonging to the ith superparticle, and x~.j(. A t) 
denotes a trajectory of the jth level-1 particle belonging to the ith superparticle, 
stopped at time t. Note that at each time instant , the empirical process X[ "~')/2) is an 
MF(MF(~n))-valued process, since each individual superparticle can be viewed as an 
Mv(~d)-valued process. Therefore, the configuration of superparticles represents 
a finite measure on the space MF(~n), i.e., it is indeed an element Of MF(Mv(~a)). Also, 
]gl )/''~2) is a cfidl~tg MF(~)~l))-valued process, that is, its sample paths lie in 
(2) (1 )~ 
D d := D([0 ,  zx:)),MF(D d )1. 
Note that by analogy with (1.1) and (1.1'), on can obtain the following relationships 
between X[ )/~'"2) and ~[)/~,)/2) as well as between their corresponding limits (as 
t h -~ go and t/2 --* 0o) Xt and 9(~t: 
X["" "2) = ~,(W["")/2'), (1.3) 
and 
Xt = ~t(Jft). (1.3') 
Here, the projection operator 
~t MF([D~I))) ---) MF(MF(~d) )  
is defined by means of the projection operator ~t introduced via 
?rt(v(B)):= v(p:fft(p,) e B), (1.4) 
where B belongs to the a-algebra ~(MF(~a)) of Borel sets on MF(~d), the measure 
/~, belongs to MF(C~°)), and the measure v belongs to MF(~)a ). 
Recall that it often suffices to consider only level-1 projections of the empirical 
process X[ )/''~2) (see, e.g., the dynamical-information-structure model described 
above). In particular, this might be useful if our interest centers mainly on configura- 
tions of level-1 particles, in which case it is not too important to know to which level-2 
particles those level-1 particles belong. In this respect, we now rigorously introduce 
the (non-historical) aggregated process Z[ ~'')/2) and the historical aggregated process 
~[,,,)/2) that correspond to the empirical processes X[ "'')/2) and Jf['")/2) introduced 
above, namely, 
1 )/2) ,__ Z] )/~' ~ 6x,,j.) (1.5) 
t/l t/2 i,j 
and 
1 
~)/1.~2):= ~ 6x,,j(.Ao. (1.5') 
171 tl2 i,j 
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Recall that the heuristic meaning of the aggregated process was explained at the 
beginning of this section. Clearly, at each time instant , Z~ "~'"~) belongs to MF(Rd), 
whereas ~}"~' "~) belongs to mv(Cf~). In addition, Z~ "~' "~) is obtained from ~(}"~' "~ via 
projection, namely, 
(1.6) 
Finally, note that the operators of aggregation (cf. (1.5) and (1.5')) and operators of 
projection ~ and ¢t (cf. (1.3), (1.3'), (1.4) and (1.6)) are in fact commutative. 
For simplicity of notation, set r/~ = ~]2 = /~, and X~ ") := X~ "'"). By analogy with the 
case of single-level branching, one can obtain that the empirical process X} ") possesses 
a limit (in both the weak and strong sense) as ~/~ ~ that is a two-level (2,d, fl~,/32)- 
measure-valued process Xt that starts with measure 66o at t = 0. Following Hochberg 
(1995), we will refer to such a limiting continuous-state process taking values in 
Mv(MF(~a)) as a (2, d, fla,fl2)-super-2 process. Note that one can also construct the 
(2,d, fl~,flz)-historical process ,¢t~t by taking the limit as q ~ ~ of 
By analogy to [D, p. 8], we refer to the limits as r /~ ov of these hierarchical 
branching-diffusing particle systems as high-density limits. This terminology is par- 
tially motivated by the fact that the limiting measure-valued processes are often so 
highly clumped that they live on sets of strictly smaller dimension (see Section 6 for 
more details). 
Now, set 
Z}"): =Z} ~' "), (1.7) 
and 
~. ) :  =~,1..). (1.7') 
Note that both Z~ ") and ~e~,) play a very important role in the sequel. 
2. Formulation of the main results 
First, we present some notation. Let ~ denote the probability law in M v (MF(~d)) 
of the super-2 process Xt at time instant , where v ~ MF(MF(Ra)) denotes the initial 
measure. Let ~ denote the conditional expectation with respect to ~v, given that the 
process tarts with measure v at t = 0. 
Let ~ denote the probability law of X, in D([0, ~ ), MF(MF(~d))), and --~o, ~ and 
~(o")~ denote the probability laws of the (2,d, fll,fl2)-historical process ~ and of the 
corresponding BPS-2 historical process ~n) ,  respectively, where the subscript v is to 
be understood as before. 
We now define the aggregated process Zt associated with the super-2 process Xt and 
taking values in Mv(~ d) (compare to formula (1.7) for the aggregated process 
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Z} ") associated with BPS-2) by 
Zt := fM~Rd) t~ X,(d#). 
(o)~ 
The historical aggregated process Lrt, which takes values in MF(Cn ), is defined 
by 
~e := fM~D~,',) #t ~ (d/0, 
where Jog, denotes the historical process associated with the (2,d, fll,fl2)-super-2 
process Xt that was introduced in Section 1. Note that the process ~(C~ °)) is the 
very important wo-level analogue of the total mass process Mr:= Ut(• n) which 
is often used when studying super-1 processes (cf., e.g., [DV, Propositions 1.10 
and 1.11]). The process co) ~(Cd will emerge in some estimates of Section 5 of this 
work. 
It is clear that the (non-historical) aggregated process Zt and the historical 
aggregated process ~ can also be obtained by taking high-density limits as r /~ 
of Z~ ") and of ~"),  respectively (see (1.7) and (1.7') for the definition of these 
processes). 
We next define the real-valued process 
H1)(t):= inf{R: S(Ut) ~_ B(0,R)}, 
where S(Y) denotes the closed support of Y in R d, and B(0,R) is the closed ball 
centered at the origin with radius R. This process was considered in [DV, p. 228] for 
describing the local propagation of mass from a point source. Analogously, we also 
introduce another eal-valued process 
r(2)(t):= inf{R: S(Zt) ~ B (0,R)}, 
that describes the local propagation of mass from a point source for the aggregated 
process Zt. 
In the next theorem, we employ the Wiener probability measure Po on the space of 
continuous trajectories that start from the origin, as well as the probability measures 
Pu and ~,, introduced above. 
Theorem 2.1. (i) For any inteoer d >1 1, there exist positive constants Cl(d) <<. C2(d) 
such that for any positive , 
Po{1 + (Cl(d) - 5)log lOglog 1/tl/t <<. supo ~s ~ l-t supo<u ~ tx /~ log 1/t[w(s + u) - w(s)[ 
~< 1 + (C2(d) -[- 8) log log 1/tfo r all sufficiently small positive t~ 
log 1/t ) 
= 1. (2.1) 
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(ii) Let m > 0 be fixed. Then for any positive e, 
{ l (d -2  ) log log l / t supo~.<. t r " ) (u )  
Pm.oo 1+ 5 ~-(]~ ~ logl / t  <<'X/2(1/fl) tlog(1/t ) 
1 [d/2 + 2 "~ loglog 1/t ~ } 
<~ 1 + ~ \~f f -  + 2 + e/ ~og-(/t -jot all sufficiently small positive t
= 1. (2.1') 
(iii) For any positive e, 
~O~o { 1 +1[ .  d_ - _2_ 
2 k2(1//~1 + 1//~) 
log log 1/t 
e log 1/t 
~< supo ~< u~<, r ~z) (u) 
x/2(1/fll + lift2) t log (l/t) 
1( d/2+2 Xlog log l / t~  } 
1 + 2\1/-~1 -+--173z + 2 + ~) ~ jor all sufficiently small positive t
= 1. (2.1") 
Remark 2.2. (i) Note that for the case d = 1, relationship (2.1) can be derived from 
Chung et al. (1959, Theorem 2) with C~(1) = C2(1) = 5/4. For d >~ 2, we can set 
Cl(d):= d/4, and C2(d):= 2 + d/4. Recall that the proof of (2.1) can be found in 
[DHV3]. 
(ii) Note that this result contains a minor correction of the results stated in 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.7 of I-DV], in which g(fl, d) should be [(d/2) + 2]/(1/fl ) + 2, and 
the coefficients of [log log (1/t)]/log (i/t) should be as stated above in formula (2.1') of 
the present paper. 
In particular, Theorem 2.1 yields the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.3 (the exact almost-sure propagation of mass from a point source). 
t l im supo ,<~1-,  supo<u,<~ Iw(s + u) -  w(s)l = 1 ~ = 1. (2.2) (i) Po 
tlo x/2t .log lit ) 
(ii) Pm.ao limSUp°'<"'<' ~u)= 1 = 1. (2.2') 
l n° ;2(1/f l )t log~ 
f supo <<.u <~ t r(2)(u) 
(iii) ~,  ~lim = 1~= 1. (2.2") 
o ,,o x/2(1/fll + 1/fl2) tlog(1/t) ) 
Remark 2.4. Note that (2.2) is just the classical L6vy's result, whereas (2.2') and 
(2.2") can be viewed as local-modulus-of-continuity-type results (describing the exact 
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almost-sure propagation of mass from a point source) for super-l and super-2 
processes, respectively. However, the local modulus of continuity for the Wiener 
process w( *) contains the iterated logarithm and hence has a different form than (2.2’) 
and (2.2”) (cf., e.g., Csiirgii and Rtvtsz (1981, p. 41) for a heuristic explanation of this 
phenomenon). Namely, for any jixed t,, > 0, 
p 
0 
lim SUP0 4 h $1 Iw(tO + h) - w@O)l 
t10 
The fact that the forms of the local moduli of continuity for super-l and super-2 
processes resemble the global (not local) modulus of continuity for the Wiener process 
is a consequence of the fact that even though we are considering the propagation of 
the closed supports of the super-l and super-2 processes on short time intervals, here 
we must take into account the possibility of large increments of many individual 
Wiener processes, because of the branching. Thus, our situation is more similar in 
character to that of the global modulus of continuity for the Wiener process, where the 
possibility of large increments on a large number of short time intervals is considered, 
rather than to that of the local modulus of continuity, where the consideration centers 
about the possibility of large increments on a single short time interval. In this respect, 
we emphasize here that our results on the almost-sure rate of convergence in the local 
moduli for super-l and super-2 processes are analogous to the result on the 
almost-sure rate of convergence in the global modulus for d-dimensional Wiener 
process (cf., e.g., Chung et al. (1959, Theorem 2)). 
It should be mentioned that previous studies of the path properties of the processes 
w(t), U, and X, have involved the use of some ideas first developed by Perkins in the 
setting of nonstandard analysis and later developed in the historical setting by 
Mueller and Perkins (1992). In particular, this approach involves the concept of 
so-called bud realizations, defined for i E {1,2} and for integers j > k by 
FJ:\,k := (y E Cp’: jy(j.2-“) - y(k.2-“)I > g$‘((j - k).2-“)}, 
where the functions g:‘(s) are defined as follows: 
&’ (0) : = 0, 
and for t E (O,e-‘1, 
g?‘(t) := J2(1 + l/j?)t(log(l/t) + Kloglog(l/t)), (2.3) 
g?‘(t):= J2(1 + l/B1 + l/fiz)t(log(l/t) + Kloglog(l/t)). (2.3’) 
Now, we introduce a new concept of the historical aggregated mass of “bad” 
realizations of historical BPS-2 and (2, d, /II, flz)-historical processes in order to study 
the path properties of two-level superprocesses. These historical aggregated masses 
are respectively defined by 
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Note that X,4,k(t ) generalizes the real-valued process 
Jt/,,j,k(t):= Hi.2 °+,(ff(,1.},k), 
introduced in Mueller and Perkins (1992, pp. 340-341), that gives the values taken by 
the (2, d,/3)-historical process H, on the sets ff.~),k. 
In addition, we need to modify these processes lightly in order to formulate the 
local modulus-of-continuity-type results for super-1 and super-2 processes (see for- 
mula (2.8) and Theorem 2.7 below). To this end, for i e {1,2} set 
h~ i)(0) := 0, 
and for t e (O,e ~], set 
h~ 1) (t):= x/2(1/fl) t(log(1/t) + I< log log(l/t)). (2.4) 
h~ 2) (t) := x/2(1/fll + l/f12)t(log (l/t) +/< log log(l/t)). (2.4') 
~(i) and d/4 '(i) tt~ with the For i E {1, 2}, let ~(i,~,k and J~/~(1),k be defined as Jn,j,k n,j,k~ 1, 
function g~)(-) replaced by the function h~°( • ). Also, set 
K~')(e,u):= {y e C°'[y(u) - y(s)l ~< g~°(u - s) for all 0 ~< s < u; u - s ~< e}, (2.5) 
where the functions g~)(.) are defined in terms of (2.3) and (2.3'). Note that the sets 
K~°(e,u) of paths are used in Theorem 2.5 for the description of the almost-sure 
propagation of the closed supports of the corresponding historical processes. 
Now, given a (2,d, fl)-super-1 process U, and its sample path co that belongs to 
[]])([0, (30), Mv(~d)), define 
T1 (co):= inf{t: (Ut(co), ~a) = 0}. 
In addition, given a (2, d,/31, fl2)-super-2 process Xr and its sample path co that belongs 
to ~([0, oo), MF(Mv(Ra))), define 
T2(co):= inf{t: (Zt(co), ~a) = 0}. 
Note that both the super-1 process Ur and the super-2 process Xt become xtinct in 
finite time. For U,, this follows, e.g., from the fact that the probability of non- 
extinction of the total mass process M, := U,(~ a) (where ~a is the state space) decays 
like t-  1/a as t -~ oc (cf., e.g., [DV, Proposition 1.10]) and a subsequent application of 
the Borel-Cantelli emma. In addition, since the behavior of the total mass process 
Mr does not depend at all on the state space, we conclude that the extinction property 
of the super-2 process X, follows from the extinction of the corresponding super-1 
process Or with state space MF(~a). Hence, the stopping times T1 and T2 are finite 
with probability 1. 
The following result provides the global moduli of continuity for the closed 
supports S(Ht) and S(~et) of the (2, d, /3)-historical process Ht and of the historical 
aggregated process ~, in [R a, respectively. 
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Theorem 2.5. (i) Let I~ ~ MF(R d) and 
K > K( f l ,  d )  - 
d + 8 + 4/fl 
2(1 + 1/fl)" 
Then for Qo,u-a.s. co, there exists a fix(co, x) > 0 such that for any real 0 < t <<. Tl(co), 
S(Ht(co)) ~ K~1)(61 (co, x), t) ~_ K~1)(61(co, x), T ,  ((9)). 
(ii) Let m e MF(Mv(Ra))  and 
x > x( f l l , f l z ,d)  = 
d + 8 + 4/fl~ +4/fl2 
2(1 + lift1 + 1/fl2) " 
(2.6) 
Then for .~o,m-a.s. co, there exists a (~2(co, K) > 0 such that for any real 0 < t <~ T2(co), 
(2.6') S(~V,(co)) c K~(2)(62 (co, ~¢), t) ~ K~¢(2)(62(co, tO), T2 (co)). 
In particular, Theorem 2.5 yields the following corollary related to the global 
moduli of continuity for super-1 and super-2 processes: 
Corollary 2.6. (i) Let I~ e MF(~ d) and 
d + 8 + 4/fl 
> K(f l ,  d )  - 
2(1 + 1/fl) " 
Let T > 0 be fixed. Then for Pu-a.e. co, there exists a 61(co,~) > 0 such that if 
0 <<. s, t <~ T satisfy 0 < t - s < 61, then 
S(Ut) ~_ S(Us) °'~'tt-s) . (2.7) 
(ii) Let m e MF(MF(~a)) and 
d + 8 + 4/fll + 4/fl2 
x > l¢(flx,fl2,d) = 
2(1 + 1~fix + 1/f12) " 
Let T > 0 be fixed. Then for ~m-a.e. o2, there exists a 62(co, K)> 0 such that if 
0 < t -  s < 62, then 
S(Zt) ~_ S(Zs) °'2,t'-s) . (2.7') 
Here 
A~:= {x e Na: dist(x,A) ~< e} 
denotes the e-neighborhood of the set A. 
We now present he local analogue of Theorem 2.5 that will be used in the proof of 
parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 2.1. To this end, we slightly modify our notation. For 
i e { 1, 2} and for s i> 0, let 
/(~t°(e,s) := {y e C°: ]y (u ) -y (s ) l<<.h~°(u -s ) fo ra l l s<.u<.s+e},  (2.8) 
where the functions h~°(.) are defined in terms of (2.4) and (2.4'). 
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Theorem 2.7. (i) Let l~ • MF(Ra) and 
d/2 + 2 
x > ~(fl, d ) :=- -  + 2. 
1//~ 
Then for each f ixed t ~ 0 and for Qo,u-a.e. ¢o, there exists a 6~,1)(0~,t¢) > 0 such that for 
any t <~ s <~ t + ~, , 
(i) S(H~(o9)) ~_ K~(6, (09, tc),t). (2.9) 
(ii) Let m • MF(MF(Ra)) and 
d/2+2 
t¢ > ~(flx,fl2,d):= + 2. 
1/fll + 1/fl2 
Then for each f ixed t >>. 0 and for Qo.,,-a.e. ¢o, there exists a 6t,2)(¢o, ~) > 0 such that for 
~(2) 
anyt<~s<. t+O,  , 
^ (2)  
S(LY~(o)) ~_ g~(6 ,  (~o, ~c),t). (2.9') 
In particular, Theorem 2.7 yields 
Corollary 2.8. (i) Let I~ • MF(~ a) and K > (d/2 + 2)/(1/fl) + 2. Then for each f ixed 
y;tl) then t >>. 0 and for P,-a.e. o9, there exists a 5t,1)(o9,~) such that ifO < s < v ,  , 
tl) 
S(U,+A ~- S(U,)"~ ('. (2.10) 
(ii) Let m • MF(MF(~a))  and 
d/2 + 2 
x> +2. 
1//h + 1//h 
Then for each f ixed t >~ 0 and for ~m-a.e. ~o, there exists a 5{2~(~o,x) such that if 
~(2) 
O < s < v ,  , then 
s(z,+s) ~_ s(z,) h'~'(s~ (2.10') 
3. Analytical representation of superprocesses 
In this section, we briefly describe an analytical approach to the study of super-1 
and super-2 processes. Let {T,: t >/0}, Tt :C (Mv(Ra)) ~ C(Mr(Rd)) be a semigroup, 
associated with the semigroup {Vt :t >t 0} of the single-level Mr(Rn)-valued branch- 
ing-diffusion process via the relationship 
Ttexp { -- <~b,.>} := exp{ - (V,4~, ">}, (3.1) 
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where 
1;/ 
V,~b(x):= S,c~(x) - 1 +~-fl Su[(Vt-udP)l+a]du" (3.2) 
Here and below, (~b,#) := S q~ du, the semigroup {S,; t ~> 0} is associated with the 
infinitesimal generator A/2 of the Wiener process, and fl ~ (0, 1]. For a comprehensive 
review of the characterization f single-level super-1 processes, ee [D]. 
Recall (see the beginning of Section 2) that ~,  denotes the probability law in 
Mv(Mv(~d))  of the super-2 process X, at time instant t, where v ~ My(My(flU)) 
denotes the initial measure, and that ~ denotes the conditional expectation with 
respect o ~,, given that the process tarts with measure v at t = 0. 
Note that a super-2 process Xt can be viewed as a super-superprocess, that is, 
a superprocess arising as the limit of a certain branching-diffusing particle system in 
which the "particles" live in the state space Mv(~a), while their motion mechanism is
determined by a super-1 process. (This point of view is pursued in Section 3.4.2 of 
Bojdecki and Gorostiza (1995).) Then, by analogy with the (2, d, fl)-super- 1 process U,, 
the (2,d, ill, flz)-super-2 process Xt can be characterized via the Laplace functional 
Lt. ~ ( J )  given by 
L,,~( J):= ~ {exp( - fMF(R~)J(~)X(t,d~)) t 
=exp(-fu(t,~)v(d~)). 
where u (t,/~) satisfies the integral equation 
1 
f~ [T,-sua+a2(s, ')](#)ds, u(O,#) = J (#) u(t, lO = Ttu(O,l~) 1 + flz 
for J(/0 =f((~b,/~)), where ~b is ~a-valued continuous and f is real-valued bounded 
continuous. Here, the semigroup T, is expressed in terms of(3.1) and (3.2) with fl = ill. 
Note that interplays between certain properties of super-1 processes and those of 
solutions of certain nonlinear differential equations have been studied in a number of 
works (cf., e.g., Dynkin, 1993). Some relations between path properties of super-2 
processes and properties of a certain infinite-dimensional partial differential equation 
have been established in [DHV2, Section 3]. In addition, the analytical method 
sketched in this section has been successfully applied for the derivation of many 
interesting properties of super-2 processes, uch as extinction, Hausdorff dimension, 
self-similarity and persistence. 
4. Cluster structure of superprocesses 
We first proceed with arguments that are similar to those used in the proofs of 
Theorem 2.1 of Tribe (1989) and of [DV, Theorem 3.1] in the single-level setting. Note 
that the initial distribution m, of the empirical process X~ ~) (described in Section 1) can 
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be represented as 
n~)16~ lr/ m,:= X~o ") ~ (4.1) i=1~ n'-(~' 6)' 
where all the 6's denotes 5-functions located at the origin. In particular, (4.1) implies 
that the sequence {m,} of random measures converges to 6~ o as r /~  ~ in a strong 
sense. 
Recall that one of the key tools in the theory of branching-diffusion processes i the 
consideration of cluster structures. In the case of single-level branching-diffusing 
particle systems, we refer to the collection of all the descendants of a single particle 
from the initial set that are alive at time t as the cluster of age t generated by that 
initial, or tagged, particle. It is natural that in the case of hierarchical branching- 
diffusing particles, one has to take into account a hierarchical cluster structure. We 
now proceed with its description. 
Let (2) K,,~(t) denote the number of initial superparticles of X~ ") which have living 
descendants at time t. Clearly, 
K(2) 0 d ,,p~( ) = H(q). (4.2) 
(2) 
It is natural to refer to K,,~2(t ) as the number of level-2 clusters of age t; each individual 
level-2 cluster is generated by a surviving superparticle from the initial set. In 
particular, the random measure of the empirical process X~ ") at time t can be 
represented as the union of the random number (2) K.,~(t) of level-2 clusters of age t. 
Note that some of the superparticles might contain no level-I particles; hereafter, we 
.r(2) t refer to such superparticles as null superparticles. Obviously, rx,,p2 ( ) is in fact the 
random sum ofa Poisson number H (r/) ofi.i.d. 0/1-valued Bernoulli random variables, 
and the probability of success Q~E~2(t) in a single trial (i.e., survival of descendants of an 
individual superparticle from the initial set at instant ) satisfies the relationship 
Qt, Z)~=(t) =- 1 + fl~-2-~" t" qp2 (4.3) 
(cf., e.g., Zolotarev, 1957, Section 5) or [DV, formula (1.12)]). In (2) addition, K,,p2(t ) has 
. ,'x (2 )  t )  a Poisson distribution with parameter t/ ~,.p2( . Indeed, it can be shown that for any 
t > 0 and for any integer 1 >~ 0, 
~3m,{ n.t~(t)= 1}---- r e-"  t r t l  (QtZ~2(t))l(1 -- ~l, fl2ttlI/')(2)gt'~,k-l. (4.4) 
k~l k! 
Now, we derive a useful representation for the Laplace transform v-,.t'/'(~:)t~ .x~ of K,,~:(t).t2) 
Applying (4.4), we get that for any real s ~> 0, 
ilt(fl2)tS ~ _-_ , ~( t ) ) l (1  _ (2 )  k-I v,,, , ,  e -z~. e ' (Q~2) Q,,p=(t)) 
l=0 \ k= l  " 
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Note that the sum within the braces on the right-hand side of (4.5) is in fact the 
Laplace transform of the sum of the number k of i.i.d. 0/1-valued Bernoulli random 
.,(2) (t variables with probability of success in a single trial equal to ~r/,p~, ). Therefore, 
e-t~(kl)(Q~2)p2(t))'(1. --  ~r/,/let',!'l(2)t+,,k-/ = (1  _ Q~2)(t)(l_e-~))k" 
/=0  
Combining the above representation with (4.5), we obtain the result that for any real 
s>~O, 
co 1 
0~P;)(s) = e-r/. =~ ° • {r / . (1  ,q(2) k  ~ -- ~r/,p~(t)'(l - e-~))} k
= {t/ Qr/,p~() (e - 1)}. (4.6) exp . (2) t"  - '  
In turn, (4.6) implies that K (z) ~'~ has a Poisson distribution with parameter r/, #2 t~l 
(t) t/'~r/,p2 • 
Now, fix the ith superparticle alive at time t (which might be a null superparticle). 
" (~)  t'i Clearly, it is comprised of a random number ~r/,p, ( , ) of level-1 clusters. Each level-1 
cluster is comprised of the surviving descendants of an individual particle from the 
initial set. By analogy with (4.1) and (4.2), we get that 
K~,  (0; i) ~ IIi(t/). (4.7) 
Since each newly born superparticle is a copy of its parent superparticle, by analogy 
with the arguments leading to (4.3), it follows from (4.7) that r,-(1) t+. i) can be viewed ~t~-r/,p t I~  
as the random sum of Poisson numbers Hi(q) of i.i.d. 0/1-valued Bernoulli random 
^(" (t) variables, where the probability of success ~d,.~,. in a single trial (i.e., survival of 
descendants of an individual particle belonging to the ith superparticle at instant ) 
satisfies relationship (4.3) with the change of 2's for l's. In other words, in order to 
determine the distribution of the number of level-1 clusters within an individual 
superparticle at time t, we can suppress the second-level branching and regard this 
superparticle as a single-level branching particle system. 
By analogy with (4.6), one can get that the distribution of K~,  (t; i) is Poisson with 
(1) parameter r/.Q,a, (t). Indeed, this follows from the fact that the Laplace transform 
of  (1) . .  Kr/,p, (t, t) satisfies the relationship 
d,, (#l)  e - r /  (1) Qr/,p, (t)(1 e-~))] k( s )= • ,7(1- - 
k=0 " 
= exp/~'lq ~r/.fl,/l(1) /7) (e -~ -- 1)}. (4.8) 
Recall that by our choice of the initial distribution, any initial superparticle consists 
of IIi(~/) particles, where 1 ~< i ~ 17 (q). On the other hand, superparticles alive at time 
t consist of random numbers K~,  (t; i) of level-1 clusters, and the random numbers 
Km (t; 1), "(~) (t;2) . . . .  are identically distributed (though some of them - those r/,Pl J~r/,Pl 
related to superparticles that belong to the same level-2 clusters - are dependent). 
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However, random numbers K~I~, (t;il) and --o) rx,,al(t;i2) of level-1 clusters related to 
superparticles belonging to different level-2 clusters are independent. The main idea 
behind the derivation of the lower bound for the empirical process XI ") consists in 
choosing one and only one representative (hereafter referred to as the tagged superpar- 
ticle) from each surviving level-2 cluster, and then one and only one representative 
(hereafter referred to as a tagged particle) from each surviving level-1 cluster (which 
belongs to a tagged superparticle). Note that any tagged particle belongs to a certain 
tagged superparticle. It is clear that the exclusion from our consideration of non- 
tagged superparticles and non-tagged particles (within tagged superparticles) will give 
us a conservative lower bound. On the other hand, this simplification will enable us to 
exploit the independence of tagged superparticles (belonging to different level-2 
clusters of age t) as well as the independence of tagged particles within a tagged 
superparticle (belonging to different level-1 clusters of age t). In addition, the indepen- 
dence of tagged superparticles and the independence of tagged particles within 
a superparticle, along with the above representations i  terms of random sums of i.i.d. 
0/1-valued Bernoulli random variables, enable us to derive the following useful 
representation for the number of tagged level-1 clusters of age t of the empirical 
process X} ") (cf. Proposition 4.1). Recall that a similar idea was used by Tribe (1989, 
Theorem 2.1) and by [-DV, Theorem 3.1] in the single-level setting. 
Proposition 4.1. Consider the empirical process X} ~) described in Section 1 with branch- 
ing mechanisms on the first and second hierarchical levels governed by (1.2) with fl = fix 
and fl = f12, respectively. Then for any fixed real t > O, the random sum 
~..~,,~2(t): = ~ --tl) r rx.,p, ( ,  i), (4.9) 
i=1  
which represents he number of tagged level-1 clusters of age t of the empirical process 
X~ ~), has the following Laplace transform: 
( 1) 
v'~,,'l'tP"P2)tsl, , = v.~.t'l'ta2) log ~,~t')( s 
Proof. Straightforward. [] 
It turns out that a combination of Proposition 4.1 with (4.2), (4.6), (4.9) and 
the characterization of weak convergence of non-negative random variables in 
terms of pointwise convergence of their Laplace transforms yield the following 
result: 
Corollary 4.2. For any fixed real t > O, the random sum ~,,¢~, ,~2 (t) converges weakly as 
~1 ~ oo to a random variable ZPo~,p,,~2(t) having the Laplace transform 
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where 
f(P')(s) := exp {(fii't/(fli + 1))-'/P'(e-~ - 1)}. 
Remark 4.3. Note that the random variable Ae~,p,,a~ (t) can be viewed as the number 
of tagged level-1 clusters of age t of the super-2 process Xt, which in our case is 
compound Poisson. In this respect, note that Corollary 4.2 is in the same spirit as 
Corollary 11.5.3b of [D], although the latter is related to the case of single-level 
branching with a Poisson rather than a compound Poisson cluster epresentation. 
Now, let us present the almost-sure lower estimate for the local propagation ofmass 
from a point source for super-2 processes. To this end, we introduce the following 
auxiliary family of continuous increasing functions on the interval [0, e-1]: 
for s ~ (O,e-l], 
and 
v~,,2,,(O) := 0 
(compare to the definition of the function h(2)(" ) in formula (2.4')). In what follows, the 
parameter  is assumed to take any fixed, sufficiently small positive value less than one 
if d ~< 2, and less than (d - 2)/[2(1/fl~ + 1/f12)] if d >~ 3. 
Theorem 4.4. For any e > 0, 
~ { o.<u.<tsup r(2I(U)>/ V~,.~2.~(t ) for all sufficiently small positive t} = 1. (4.10) 
Proof (sketch). Let us describe our method on a heuristic level. It can be shown that 
almost-sure lower estimates for the propagation of support can be derived from lower 
estimates for 
~ {f  ~(~)Xs(d~)  > O for some O <~ s~ t} 
by the use of Borel-Cantelli arguments. In turn, estimating the above probability is 
equivalent to the derivation of upper estimates for the probability of the event hat the 
support of the (2, d, fll,B2)-super-2 process Xt will remain inside the closed ball B (0, R) 
during the time period [0, t]. This approach can be developed by the use of BPS-2 
approximation, Proposition 4.1 and Borel-Cantelli arguments. The main idea lies in 
the simultaneous consideration of the (2, d, fll,fl2)-super-2 process X, and the empiri- 
cal process X~ "). In particular, Proposition 4.1 enables one to apply the Borel-Cantelli 
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lemma in order to establish convergence ofa certain series related to the (2, d, 131,132)- 
super-2 process X,. Indeed, such probabilities can be obtained as limits as ~/~ ~ of 
probabilities of certain events related to the corresponding empirical process X~ "). 
Subsequently, the latter probabilities can be estimated from above in terms of 
~9(~"P2)t.), and this function can also be properly estimated. In other words, we can ~/,t \ 
establish almost-sure lower bounds (i.e., find proper lower functions) for the asymp- 
totic behavior of SUpo ~<u~<t r(2)(u) as t ~ 0. In addition, only purely probabilistic 
arguments and some well-known properties of d-dimensional Wiener process need be 
used. 
The proof itself develops along the same lines as that of [DV, Theorem 3.1] and 
actually repeats that of [DHV1, Theorem 2.1] and therefore is omitted. [] 
5. Almost-sure upper estimates 
In this section, we first prove Theorems 2.5(ii) and 2.7(ii), which provide global and 
local moduli of continuity for the (2, d, ill, fl2)-historical process ~ associated with the 
(2,d, fll,fl2)-super-2 process Xt. Then, at the end of this section, we combine the 
results of Theorems 2.7(ii) and 4.4 to derive Theorem 2.1(iii). Note that in order to 
prove Theorems Z5(ii) and 2.7(ii), we need to construct a sequence of historical 
processes ~")  associated with the BPS-2 X[ ") described in Section 1. Hereafter, we 
refer to ~rt~") as the BPS-2 historical processes. 
(1) 
Note that the historical processes ~ and ~"~ take values in the space MF(Da ), 
and that the historical aggregated processes ~e~,) and ~ take values in the space 
MF(C~°)). Recall that the sequence ~ff[~) converges weakly to ~t  as r /~ ~ (c.f., e.g., 
Wu (1992, Chapter 4) and Wu (1993) for the special case fll = 132 = 1 in a non- 
historical setting; the general case /31 ~ (0, 1] and j32 ~ (0, 1] is obtained by slightly 
modifying arguments of the special case). In particular, this approach enables one to 
derive moduli of continuity by taking limits as ~/~ ~ of upper estimates for 
probability distributions of the BPS-2 historical processes ~ff!"). 
Now, we briefly describe the main methods used in this section. Our first 
auxiliary result, Lemma 5.1, in a modification of I-DV, Lemma 2.1]. Also, note 
that Lemma 5.2 of this section provides an upper estimate for probabilities of 
"bad" realizations of BPS-2 historical processes ~.[~), in terms of the product 
of the probability of survival of particles from the initial set and the measure 
of "bad" realizations of the d-dimensional Wiener process. This lemma is in the 
same spirit as estimate (3.16) of Mueller and Perkins (1992). Subsequently, an 
application of Lemma 5.2, along with a slight modification of the arguments used 
in [DV, Section 2] for the derivation of a refinement of the global modulus of 
continuity for super-1 processes, enables us to establish the results of Theorems 2.5(ii) 
and 2.7(ii). 
We now proceed with the formulation of a purely analytical lemma, which describes 
properties of the functions 9~2)(.) and h~2)(.) and which is used for the proofs of 
Theorems 2.5(ii) and 2.7(ii). To this end, we introduce the function {no(u): 
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0 < u < (log 2)2/2} which is defined as the unique integer n >/1 such that 
(log2)2(n + 1)2/2 "+1 ~< u < (log 2)2 n2/2 ". 
Also, note that no(u)-o oo as u ~ 0, and recall that 
d + 8 + 4~ill + 4/fl2 
l¢( f l i , f l2 ,d  ) = 
2(1 + l/fix + l/fiE) 
and 
d/2 +2 
t~(f l l , f l2 ,d ) - -}- 2 
1~fix + 1/fl2 
(see the formulation of Theorems 2.5(ii) and 2.7(ii)). 
Lemma 5.1. Let the function 9(2)(.) be defined by (2.3'), the function h(2)(.) be defined 
by (2.4'), 
and 
lC 1 := (l~ + l~(f l l , f l2 ,d)) /2  , 
K 2 :=  (/£ -F /~(fl l ,  f12, d))/2. 
(i) I f  ~c > x(fll,fl2,d), then for any fixed positive constant C, there exists a positive 
integer n(g~" (2), C) such that 
-(2)( u g(2)(u)/> y~,  ) + C'g(])(1/2 n°(")) (5.1) 
for all u with no(u) >>. n(g(2), C). 
(ii) I f  x > ~( f l l , f lE ,d  ) then for any fixed positive constant C, there exists a positive 
integer n(h (2), C) such that 
h(2)(u)/> h,,2(E)(u) + C" h (2)r2 ~tl/2"°(")~/ , (5.1') 
for all u with no(u) >>. n(h (2), C). 
(iii) For any tc > x(fll, f12, d), there exists a constant C(flx, f12, d, x) such that for all 
n>~2, 
g(~2)(1/2t) ~< C(fla,fl2,d,x)g(~2)(1/2"). (5.2) 
/=n+a 
Proof. Similar to that of [DV, Lemma 2.1] and therefore is omitted. [] 
Lemma 5.2. (Compare to formula (3.16) of Mueller and Perkins (1992)). For any fixed 
real t >>. 2-", 
.~(n) t~/'(n) I,~ D I ~(n) o , . . ,~ . ,1 ,k~.  > (C~(°))) - -  I j /2  n 
~< C°nst(~e~7). (Ca(°)))r/2 (1 q-r/p~ 2-n f l l / ( f l l  + 1)) - 1/#~ (1 -t- r/#22 -nf lZ/(f l2 + 1)) - i/p: 
× Po { Iw( j .2 - " )  - w(k2-")l > g~2)((j _ k). 2 - " )} ,  (5.3) 
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where Po is the Wiener measure on the space of continuous trajectories that start from 
the origin, the initial distribution m~ is give by (4.1), and the historical aogregated mass 
fft"(~) tt~ n,j,k~ ] is defined below formula (2.3'). 
Remark 5.3. Note that the constant on the right-hand side of (5.3) is in fact propor- 
tional to ~j/E.~.a~e(') te-(o)~l, which is finite by the non-explosion property of (2,d, fll,flz)- 
historical processes. 
Proof of Lemma 5.2. Straightforward and is based on the clearly evident facts that an 
individual superparticle alive at timej. 2 -" will survive up to time t/> (j 4- 1)2 "with 
probability 
(1 4- t "rl~flz/(flz 4- 1)) -x/a2 ,%< (1 4, 2-"tl#2f12/(f12 4- 1)) 1/02, 
and an individual particle alive at timej" 2-" will survive up to time t ~> (j + 1). 2-", 
provided that it belongs to a superparticle alive at time t, with probability 
(1 4,t'tlP*fll/(fla 4, 1)) -x/~' ~<(1 4, 2-ntlfllfll/(fll 4" 1)) - l / i l l  
(compare to (4.3)). 
(it) (0) 2 The remainder of the proof follows by noting that there are ~ j  ,2-(Ca )t/ particles 
at time j /2,  the probability that any one of these particles follows a bad trajectory is
equal to 
Po{lw(j '2-")  - w(k. 2-")[ > 9~2)((j - k).2-")}, 
and finally the probability that such a particle survives up to time t/> 2 -" is less than 
or equal to 
(1 + tl~"2-"'fla/(fl~ + 1))-x/th'(1 + rl~2"2-n'fl2/(fl2 4" 1)) -1/p2" [] 
Corollary 5.4. For any m eMF(MF(Ra)), there exists a fnite positive constant 
C = C(m,d, fll,fl2, °v(") t¢,(o)~ such that for anyfixed real t >~ 2-% ~-e-" j/2nl,'t-'d J J 
0,ml, n,j,k~. I ~ 0 j /2n ~" d I !  
~< C.t/2.(1 + 2-"qP~flz/(fl2 + 1))-~/P~.(1 + 2-"tlt~'flx/(fl~ + 1)) -1/~' 
x Po{lw(j '2-")  - w(k' 2-")1 > g~2)((j _ k)2-")}. (5.4) 
Proof. Relies on an approximation of m ~ Mv(MF(Rn)) by linear combinations of 
6~-measures and a subsequent application of Lemma 5.2. [] 
The next lemma is similar to [DV, estimate (2.3)]. 
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Lemma 5.5. For any x > [d + 8 + 4/fll + 4/fl2]/[2(1 + lift1 + 1/f12)], 
~o.m{3{nt} T ~ such that 30 ~ k < j ~ 2% j -  k ~ n 2 
such that sup a~dn,.j.k(2 -n'+ t) > O} = O. (5.5) 
t~>O 
Proof. First note that by the extinction property of the (2, d, ill, fl2)-historical process, 
we have 
-~ (o) ) lim 2o,. supN(% )~<L =1, 
L~oo ' \ t>~O 
and therefore it suffices to prove that 
,~o,={(3 {n~} ~' oo such that 30 <~ k < j  ~ 2" ' , j -  k <~ n 2 such that 
for 0 < L, T < oo. Now, fix n( = nt) e N and use the fact that 
{ sup X . , . j , k (2 - " '+t )>O} 
O<~t<~ T 
is an open subset o obtain that 
~o,,.{(30 <~k <j<~2" , j -k<~n 2 such that O<~t<~TSUp Y{'.,j,k(2-" + t )>0)  
~< lira inf ~o".~ 3 0 ~< k < j ~< , j - k ~< such that 
q-~aO 
a~ n, j ,  k lZ  -~- > sup ~(q) 
O<~t<~ T \ t>~O 
~o~t ( ~e-{,o '2 - "  ) ( )}  ~<liminf~ max .... j, kt )>0 C~ sup~(")(Cd(°~)~<L+ 1 
t / -~m k \O  ~< k<j  <~ 2n:  t >/ 0 
j - k  <~ n 2 
~< Const.2"lim inf y. . .~O,m-( ~ J t  n, j ,  O tZ. ) > 0 
II~OO \ l  <~j~n 2 
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Estimating the above probabilities by the use of Corollary 5.4 with t = 2-", we obtain 
that the latter expression does not exceed 
lim (C(m,d, fll,//2,L)2"q2(1 + 2 n~32f12/( / /2 "Jr- 1)) -1/p2 
r/~o9 \ 
x ( l  -[-2-n~l#ifll/(fll -t- 1)) -1/31 
x ~ Po{lw(j'2-")[>g~2)(j'2-")}) 
I <~j<~n 2 
~< lim {C(m,d,//x,fl2,L)(Z",q -a2 + flz/(fl2 + 1))-1/3 2 
t 
x(2"'q 3, +//1/(31 + 1)) 1/3, 
Po{lW(1)l > (2"/j)l/29~z}(j'2-")}t, X 2n(1 + 1/31+ 1/32) 
1 <~j~n 2 ) 
where we have used the self-similarity property of the Wiener process. 
It is relatively easy to see that the value of the above limit as q ~ oo does not exceed 
Cl(m,d, flx,fl2,L)'2 "°+1/31+1/32) Y, Po{lW(1)l > (2"#)1/29~2)(j'2-")}. (5.6) 
1 <<.j<~n 2 
Moreover, by [DHV3, formula (6)], the expression (5.6) and, therefore, the probability 
(5.5') do not exceed 
C2(m,d,//1,//2,L).2"¢l+1/31+l/32) ~ exp{-(2"/j).(9~E)(j.2-"))2/2} 
1 ~j<~n 2
• ((2"/j) ~/2' 9~2)(j • 2 ,))d- z 
(2~nj )  - r ( l+ l /3 .+ l /p2)+(d-2 , /2  
<~ C3(m,d,//1,flz,L)" ~ ja+l/31+1/#= log 
1 <~j<~n 2 
C4(m,d, fll,//2,L)n 2 .~2 +1/pl +1/3~) n-1 ~1+1/31+1/3~)-e/2 (5.7) 
Recall that 
d + 8 + 4///1 + 4///2 
K> 
2(1 + 1/fl I + 1///2) 
Hence, the expression on the right-hand side of (5.7) is the general term of a conver- 
gent series. Therefore, both expression (5.6) and the probability on the left-hand side of 
(5.5') are also the general terms of a convergent series. A subsequent application of 
Borel-Cantelli arguments yields the assertion of the lemma. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.5(ii). Develops along the same lines as that of [DV, Theorem 1.2]. 
The required estimate for the maximum over the grid is given by Lemma 5.5. We shall 
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also use a modification of the standard technique (cf., e.g., McKean, 1969, p. 16) that 
involves an application of Lemma 5.5. However, we first reformulate relationship 
(2.6') of Theorem 2.5(ii) in the following more convenient form. Specifically, relation- 
ship (2.6') is equivalent to the statement that 
~t((K(2)(c~2(c.o,/c),t)) ~) = 0 Vt > 0, ~o,m-a.s., 
where function K (2) is defined by (2.5). 
Now, fix an arbitrary 
d+8+4/ f l l  +4/fl2 
> ~( f l~ , f l2 ,a )  - 
2(1 + 1/fll + 1/fl2)' 
and recall that 
~, = (~ + ~( f l , , /h ,a ) ) /2 .  
By Lemma 5.5, we know that for -~o,.,-a.e. ~o, ~t(~o) is right continuous and there exists 
n1(¢o) such that for all n/> nl(~o), 
.~(2) ] 
sup ~.  2--+t(a), ?~n,j,k] = O. 
t>~0 
In the remainder of the proof, we fix a pair (o~,nl(o~)) for which this condition is 
satisfied. (Note that this is the value of nl that really matters, while o~ enters only 
because it defines na .) 
Now, by the right continuity of {~t+s}~ ~> o at zero, it suffices to show that 
~.  2-. (K~2)(gz (o~, ~), j" 2 -,)c) = 0 
for all pairs (j,n) with n >~ nl(@ and j  such that j -2 - "  >/t. Hence, it suffices to find 
a 62(~o, x) > 0 such that for all n ~> nl(~o) and j  with j -2 -" /> t, 
f [g~(2) ~c. K~2)(62(o2,~c),j' 2-") = 0 ~t~'.,s,k~ - 0 ~< k < j  ~< 2", n ~> nl(co)}. 
Let 
(2) c. j ~< nx(O)}. ~W ~ 0 {(~¢.,i,*) •0 ~< k < 2", n ~> 
Then for any integer N = 2" with n ~> nl(@, 
max ["Wj/u - W/u] ~< 1. (5.8) 
o <k = i - i  <. (~og N)~ o~] ) (k /N)  
O~i<j<~N 
Now, using the same arguments as those used between formulas (2.5) and (2.13) of 
[DV] or those used between formulas (9)-(16) of [DHV3], and applying Lemmas 5.1 
and 5.5, one concludes that 
I ~ - ~W~l < g~2~ (t - s) 
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for any 0 ~< t - s ~< 62 (co, x), provided that 62(co, x) is chosen so that 
n(62(co, x))/> max(n1 ((o), n(9~ (2), C5 (/31,/32, d, L, ~q ))). 
Therefore, ~/F e K(~2)(62(co, K), t). [] 
Now, we proceed with the 
Proof of Theorem 2.7(ii). The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.5(ii); it involves 
a modification of the standard technique (cf., e.g., McKean, 1969, p. 16) and the use of 
arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 2.5(ii) and Lemma 5.5. 
Fix 
,//2+2 
x > t~(/31,/32,d) - + 2 
1/fl~ + 1//32 
and recall that 
x / := (x + ~(/31,/32,d))/2. 
By analogy with the proof of Lemma 5.5, it suffices to find a 62 (co, i¢) > 0 such that for 
all n >~ nl (oJ) andj  with j -2-"  >~ t, 
^(2) * ^(2) ¢. K~ (62 (co, x), j '2-") ~ 0{(ff.,j,k) • 0 ~< k < j  ~< 2", n/> nl(co)}, 
where I¢ t2) is defined by (2.8), and ~t2) is defined below (2.4'). To this end, choose "~K ~. , j , k  
a ~ belonging to 
^(2) c. (~ {(cff,,j,k) . 0 ~ k < j  ~ 2n, n >~ hi(co)} 
^ (2)  * and show that such a ~ also belongs to K~ (62 (co, x), j. 2-"). 
At this stage, we introduce 
£n, j , k ( t ) :  = ~ j .  tc~.(2) ~ and ¢rt,) ttx._ ~ , )  ¢c~.(2) 2 "+t~.'~n,j,k] J" n,j,k~ J ' - -  ,.l_~j, 2 n+t~°n, j ,k) ,  
where  c_~.(2) is defined below formula (2.4') (compare to notation introduced below ":T.,j,k 
formula (2.3')). Now, fix n e ~ and 0" ~< k ~< 2 ~, and estimate the following expression: 
(5.9) 
where L > 0 is fixed. By analogy with the arguments given below formula (5.5') which 
are used in the proof of Lemma 5.5, and in view of the BPS-2 approximation, this 
expression does not exceed 
lim ~o",),. {(3j: k ~<j ~<k +n 2 such that &~(f,),k(2 -n) >0JC~ (sup.~. }")(Ca t°)) ~<L)} 
"-< l im '~ ' " ) t (  4~'") ¢'-" '  ~ ( ~'")(C:°))~<L)} o,,. max ~'~ ,,j.k~X. I > 0 n sup 
rl~oa [,.\k<~j<~k+n 2 / \t>~0 
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We estimate the conditional probabilities by analogy with Lemma 5.5 with t = 2-" 
and with arguments given in the proof of Theorem 1 of [DHV3, formulas (3)-(9)] to 
obtain that the above limit does not exceed 
Cl (m,d, fll,fl2,L) lim (q:(1 + 2-"qth  flz/(fl2 + 1))-  1/~2 
q'-+ oO k 
x(1 q-2-nrra~fll/(fl lq-X) -l/'at Po{ max [w( j '2 - " ) l /h~Z) ( j .2 - " )> 1}) 
1 <~j<~n 2 
~ C2(m,d, fll,fle,L).2n(1/lh+l/flz)rl 2 ~o{]W(1)i > (2n/r12)l/2h~2)(n2.2 n)t. 
Now, it is relatively easy to see that the above expression does not exceed 
C3(m,d, f l l , f lz,L)2 "(1/ll~+ l/Ih) n 2 Po{Iw(1)l > (2n/n2)a/2h(KZ)(n 2 "2-')} 
~< C4(m, d, i l l ,  f12, L) 2 "(l/ill + 1/#2) n 2 
exp{ - 2nln2) • (h~:)(n 2" 2 -n ) )2 /2}  ' ((2"/n 2) ~/2 h(Z) (n : .  2-"))a 2 
/ 2n'~-r'(llfll+llfl2)+(d-2)l  
<~ Cs(m,d, fl l ,f l2,L)n 2 + 2"O/fl'+ llfl:)tlOg ~ ) 
C6(m,d, fll,fl2,L,K,)r1-1-r(1/flt+ l/fl2)+d/2+ 2+ 2(1/fll+ x/llz) (5.10) 
d/2 + 2 
~c> +2,  
1~ill + 1~fiE 
the expression on the right-hand side of (5.10) is the general term of a convergent 
series. Hence, the expression (5.9) is also a general term of a convergent series. Then an 
argument analogous to that given in the proof of Theorem 1 of [DHV3] yields the 
following estimate for the grid: 
I "S7~, + ,IN - "~,,I max ~< 1. (5.11) 
o < i ~ (log N)~ h(~ )(i /N) 
for any integer N = 2" with n ~> nl. 
Subsequently, we apply the same arguments as those used in [DV, Section 2 (see 
pp. 242-243 therein] to derive that (5.11) implies 
I~;, +u - ~,1 ~< ..~2. ) +h(2)¢u C3( f l l , f l2 ,d ,L  , xz)h~])(1/2"). (5.12) 
Finally, a combination of (5.12) with Lemma 5.1(ii) implies that 
~/~ r'~(2)tx*(o),tc),j'2-%.-x~ 1,o,2 [ ]
Since 
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We now proceed with the 
Proof of Theorem 2.1(iii). In order to get an upper estimate, we apply relationship 
(2.10') of Corollary 2.8(ii) from Theorem 2.7(ii) with t = 0 and m = 6~o. In particular, 
we get that 
S(Zo) = {0}, J2a~o-a.s. 
Hence, 
S(Zo) h'~2'(s) = B(0, h~2)(s)), ~,o-a.s. 
A subsequent application of Corollary 2.8(ii) yields that for each 
d/2 + 2 
to> +2 
1/fl~ + 1/f12 
and for each 0 < s < 3~,2)(~o, ~c), 
(2) s s} 1. (5.13) ~a~o{S(Z,) _c B(0,h~ (,)) for 0 ~< u ~ = 
In particular, a combination of formula (2.4') for h~2)( •) and (5.13) implies that for any 
d/2 + 2 
positive K > + 2, 
1//~1 + 1/& 
{ ~2 (~11 f12) ( 1 ~)  ~,o sup r(2)(u) ~ + t log t + ~cloglog 
O~u~t  
sufficiently small positive t} = 1. (5.14) for all 
Combining (5.14) with (4.10), we obtain the result that for each sufficiently small 
positive ~;, 
Ja(' t ~< sup r(2)(u) ~< + t log + + 2 + e loglog 
for all sufficiently small positive t t = 1. 
Dividing all three items of the inequality under the probability sign by 
N/2(1/flx + 1/fl2)tlog~ keeping x/1 + + 0/2 + 0(0 2) as and in mind that 0= 1 
0-~ 0, we immediately obtain (2.1 "). [] 
Proof of Theorem 2.1(ii). Follows along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2.1 (iii) 
and therefore is omitted. 
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6. Application to the Hausdorff dimension of the closed support 
of the aggregated process 
It turns out that arguments similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 5.6 of the 
previous ection, along with slight variants of arguments used in the proof of Lemma 
9.3.3.7 of [D], imply the following almost-sure upper estimate for the Hausdorff 
dimension of the closed support of the aggregated process: 
Proposition 6.1. The closed support S(Z,) of the aggregated process Z, satisfies 
~ dimS(Z,) ~< + Vt > 0 = 1. (6.1) 
Remark 6.2. Let us emphasize that a combination of (6.1) with Theorem 4.3.1 of Wu 
(1992) suggests that for d i> 2(1/fll + 1/f12), the Hausdorff dimension of the closed 
support of the aggregated process Z, associated with the super-2 process X, is in fact 
equal to 2(1/fll + 1/f12). Indeed, in the special case where d >/4, Xo = 6~xdx, and 
fll = f12 = 1, Wu (1992, Theorem 4.3.1) established that the Hausdorff dimension of 
S(Zt) is greater than or equal to four. However, Wu used arguments based on an 
application of Z/ihle's lemma (cf. Z/ihle (1988)) involving second moment measures in
order to derive this result, and that technique is not applicable in the general case. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. Is in the same spirit as those of Theorem 9.3.3.5 and Lemma 
9.3.3.7 of [D]. We first give some heuristic ideas behind our arguments. 
Let N(s, t) denote the number of level-1 clusters tarting at time s whose lifetimes 
are greater than t. Then, denote the number of level-1 clusters at instant j/2" of age 
2-" by 
N, ( j ) := N(( j  - 1).2-", j .2-").  
Note that conditioned on the total mass Zt(C~ °)) of the aggregated process having 
value L at time t = (j - 1)2-", the distribution of N,( j )  is compound Poisson, with 
Laplace transform given by 
exp {L(f l2/( f l  2 + 1)) -'/~2 2"/~2{exp(fll/(fll + 1)) -'/p' 2"/th(e - s -  1 ) -  1}} 
(compare to the Laplace transform given in Corollary 4.2, that differs only by 
conditioning on non-extinction). 
In particular, the above representation implies that 
~,o N.( j )  = L(fle/(fl2 + 1))- '/~(fll/(fl l + 1))- '/~' 2 "~'/~' +1/p2), 
where 6~o denotes the expectation with respect o ~&. 
Intuitively, each level-1 cluster of age t represents a subpopulation alive at time 
s + t and having a single common ancestor located at a point x at time s. We will 
obtain a covering of the closed support S(Z,) of Z, in the time interval 
[( j  - 1)2-",j .  2-"] by closed balls of radius r, by decomposing the random 
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Zt into a finite number N,(j) of clusters starting at time ( j -1 )2 - "  at points 
{x~}~=a ..... N,(~). Subsequently, we can use arguments similar to those given in the 
proof of Theorem 2.7(ii) for the derivation of an upper estimate for the probability of 
the event that the closed ball B(x~, r.) covers a particular evolving level-1 cluster 
during the time interval [( j  - 1)2-" , j .2-" ]  . 
We now apply Lemma 9.3.3.7.ii of [D] to establish that the random variable N,(j) 
is in fact of the same order as its expectation. Also, note that Lemma 9.3.3.7.ii of [D] 
was obtained by the use of purely probabilistic methods, namely, by employing the 
exponential Chebyshev inequality and Borel Cantelli arguments. 
Lemma 6.3. Let L and L, be two arbitrary positive constants. Let 7~L,L, :=  min(1, inf 
{t: {Xt(MF(MF(~a))) > L}w{Z,({#: /~(~d) > L,}) > 0}}). Then there exists no(co) 
such that for all n >~ no(CO), 
max N,(j) <. C(L,L,,fl l,fl2)2 n(1/~'+1/l~2), ~J~o-a.s. 
1 ~< j ~< 2~t. ,~,  
Proof. Indeed, Lemma 9.3.3.7.ii of [D] (related to the (2,d, fl)-super-1 process U,) 
implies that 
max N*(j) <~ C(L,,fl)2 "/~, P,,.~o-a.s., 
1 ~<j~< 2n~ct.,L, 
where N*(j) denotes the number of (level-l) clusters at instant j/2" of age 2-" of 
the (2,d, fl)-super-1 process 0t with state space Mv(~ a) (considered above 
Theorem 2.5), provided that 0,(~a)~< L, .  We apply this result (with fl = f12) to 
obtain that the number of living level-2 clusters of age 2-" at time instant j/2" does 
not exceed CI(L, fl2)" 2 "/a2, ~'6,,-a.s. Recall that each level-2 cluster can be viewed 
as a Poisson number of level-1 clusters. We successively apply Lemma 9.3.3.7.ii of [-D] 
to conclude that the number of level-1 clusters in each two-level cluster does not 
exceed 
C2(L,,fll)" 2 "/p', ~O,o-a.s., 
which easily yields the assertion of the lemma. [] 
We now complete the proof of Proposition 6.1. We first split the time interval 
[0, TL,L,] into intervals [(j -- 1)" 2 -" , j '2 -" ]  of length 2 " (j = 1 . . . . .  2" [TL,L,])- We 
then cover by balls of radius r, = C1 • 2-"/2n 1/2 each of the N,(j) level-1 cluster birth 
points at time (j - 1)2-" that has surviving descendants at time j • 2-". Recall that 
according to Lemma 6.3, for each j .  2-" ~< ZL.L,, the number of such level-1 cluster 
birth points does not exceed C(L,L,,fil,fl2).2 "~1/~'+ l/p2). Now, set 
Nn(j) 
7~ ( j ) := U B(xt,r.). 
l=1  
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Applying arguments given in the proof of Theorem 2.7(ii) to each of these single-level 
clusters, we obtain that 
~a,o{Zu(7~,(j) c) > 0 for some 0 ~< u ~< t, 
Vt~ [ ( j -  1)2-", j .2-"]  Vj/2" <~ ZL,L.} 
<~ C(L,L.,[3x,[32). 2"'l + '/P'+ ~/P2)n 'a 2) /2exp{-C2.2" .2 -" .2}.  
The latter expression isthe general term of a convergent series for sufficiently arge C~. 
Therefore, 
~6,o{S(Z,) c E,(j) Vt6 [( j  - 1)'2-n,j '2 -"} for each j/2" ~< rL, L., 
j 6 ~, for all sufficiently large n} = 1. 
NOW, set 
q~pl, p2 (x) := x 2/~ + 2/~ (log (l/x)) - a/px - 1/p~, 
and denote the Hausdorff measure corresponding to this function by ~bpl,p~-m(.). 
Recall that for a continuous, trictly increasing function ~b on [0, oo ) with q~(0) = 0, 
the Hausdorff ~measure of a set A ~ ~a is defined as 
@m(A) := lim ( q~)6-rn(A), 
610 
where 
Here {B(xk,d/2)} denotes the closed ball centered at xk with radius d/2,  
Employing this notation, and in view of the above inequality for the probability 
distribution of Z,(E.(j)c), we conclude that for all sufficiently large n, 
q~p,,a2-m(S(Zt)) <~ lim ((o~,,p2)2r,-m(S(Z,)) <~lim (q~,,~)zr, m(-,( j ) )  
n~cx3 n~oo 
~< lim (C(L,L.,f l l , f l2).2 n~l/pl+l/~2). (opl,p2(2r.)) < oo. [] 
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